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PINE-RICHLAND RAMPAGE
FINDING THE FUN IN FALL
Students Soak in the Season with Exciting Autumn Activities

SPORTS
NBA: The 2019-2020 Postseason Recap Full backtrack on the NBA playoffs
LUCAS CORDOBA STAFF WRITER

The NBA 2019-2020 season is over, and
the Los Angeles Lakers, led by Finals MVP
Lebron James, were crowned NBA champions
for the 17th time in franchise history. This
record is shared with the Boston Celtics, who
also have 17 titles. They won a 6-game series
against the Miami Heat, whom nobody
expected to make it to the Finals.
The East started slowly with 3 sweeps, the
2 seed Toronto Raptors overcoming the 7 seed
Brooklyn Nets, the 5 seed Heat over the 4 seed
Pacers, and the 3 seed Celtics over the 6 seed
76ers. The only other playoff matchup in the
East was not eventful either. The 1 seed Bucks
beating the 8 seed Magic no surprises in the
East first round. Semifinals were a different
story, though.
Both series were shocking and eventful.
The 2 seed Toronto Raptors lost a remarkably
close 7 game series to the 3 seed Boston
Celtics, and the 5 seed Miami Heat upsetting
the 1 seed Milwaukee Bucks 4-1. Finally, the
conference finals were also eventful, but
Miami pulled out another upset, beating the
Celtics 4-2 in the series. Led by veteran Jimmy
Butler and young rising stars Bam Adebayo
and Tyler Herro, the Heat were advancing to
the finals.
Although the East was uneventful to begin
with, the West was entertaining to watch from
start to finish. The 7 seed Mavericks lost to the
2 seed Clippers, and the 1 seed Lakers edged
out the 8 seed Blazers. The 7-game series
between the 4 seed Rockets and 5 seed
Thunder was very nerve-wracking for fans

around the world but the Rockets came out on
top. The 3 seed Nuggets beat the 6 seed Jazz
after being down 3-1 in the series. Due to
Nuggets guard Jamal Murray’s electrifying
50-point performances.
Next the semifinals where the Denver
Nuggets overcame the Clippers after being
down 3-1 AGAIN, being the only team in
history to accomplish the feat of winning 2
series in the same postseason after being down
3-1. The Lakers beat the Rockets 4-1 in the
series. After an eventful first round, the next
rounds in the West were not as exciting,
including the conference finals, where the
Nuggets lost the series to the Lakers 4-1. And
just like that the stage for the NBA Finals was

set. The Los Angeles Lakers, with Lebron
James, arguably the best player ever to play
the game, and Anthony Davis, a legendary
power forward, were going to the Finals.
The NBA Finals, unfortunately, was not as
joyous as fans hoped it to be. The favorite to
win the series, the Lakers, beat the Heat 4-1 in
the series, claiming their 17th franchise title.
Lebron James won the NBA Finals MVP
award for the 4th time in his career. Anthony
Davis won his first championship of his
career, as well as many other Laker players on
the team.
Although COVID-19 has made it difficult,
the NBA rose above in order to provide fans
with one heck of a postseason.
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NBA Finals An End to the Longest NBA Season Ever
Typically, during this time of the year, the
NBA playoffs are a story of months past.
However, due to the unprecedented pandemic
delay we now find ourselves in mid-October
finally approaching the end games of the 2020
NBA season. After a lengthy, controversial,
and atypical season, the two teams who have
battled their way to the finals are the Los
Angeles Lakers and the Miami Heat.
Perhaps the biggest change brought on by
the pandemic is the aspect of virtual fans.
With no physical fans in the audience and the
use of pre-recorded fan celebration audio, you
can predict this would have some sort of
impact on the player's performance. Whether

MEGAN DONNELLY STAFF WRITER
the lowered stress level helps a player stay
focused or the lack of fans diminishes energy
levels in the players, you can agree the
changes in this year have affected the players
in some significant way.
Game 1 of the 2020 NBA Finals began on
October 30th. The LA Lakers took 3 out of 4
of the first games in the finals, giving them an
opportunity to take the championship title this
past Friday during game 5. The game was a
nail biter, ending with a dramatic Miami win
of 111-108. This win kept Miami in the finals
for another game which took place this past
Sunday. An LA win would crown them the
2020 champions and a Miami win would push
the series to a game 7. After a hard-fought
game, Lebron James and the Lakers won the

Title of 2020 NBA Champions with a win of
106-93. James, a predictable candidate, also
won the title of MVP after accumulating his
4th finals ring.
Though the season was atypical, the
accomplishment of winning this title still
comes with immense feelings of relief,
happiness, and fulfillment for the
players. Due to the delays of the 2020
season and the possibility of a 2021
Olympics, we can expect the next NBA
season to hopefully start in December of
2021. Congratulations to Lebron James
and the Los Angeles Lakers on not only
an amazing season but also the
extraordinary accomplishment of being
named the champions.

SPORTS
Pittsburgh Penguins GM Jim Rutherford Changes Roster
DOMINIC DESJARDINS STAFF WRITER

On September, 28, 2020 the 2019-2020 NHL season came
to a close with the Tampa Bay Lightning winning Lord
Stanley’s Cup. The playoff bracket had a different set up in
comparison to years past. Surprisingly, the Canadians
overcame the once Stanley cup champions in the play-in round
with the series ending 3-1.
Rutherford immediately jumped into action, making a six
player deal with the Toronto Maple Leaf’s. Toronto received
Evan Rodrigues, Filip Hallander, and David Warsofsky.
Toronto also received a first round pick for the 2020 draft. The
Penguins acquire Kasperi Kapanen, Pontus Aberg, and
Jesper Lindgren. It looked like Rutherford was looking for
young talent with experience in the NHL.
The next two trades shook Pittsburgh, trading Patrick
Hornqvist to the Florida Panthers for Colton Sceviour.
Pittsburgh had to get permission from Hornqvist due to the
no-trade clause on his contract. The trade initially fell
through but when the team tried again, they were successful.
Hornqvist has taken beatings in front of the net for
Pittsburgh but took a sucker punch to the head when asked
about his contract.
The goalie situation in Pittsburgh has always been
controversial. The first was with Fleury and Murray, now it
was Murray and Jarry. Murray was traded to the Ottawa
Senators for forward Jonathon Gruden and the 52nd pick in
the 2020 draft. Tristen Jarry was then signed a three year

contract for $3.5 million dollars. Murray is looking forward to
wearing the new logo but with a bittersweet feeling. It’s his
first career trade which can seriously affect some players
positively or negatively.
Rutherford has been signing younger players who have
developed over the last couple years in the AHL or NHL.
He has been changing the team across the board from
forwards to goalies. Rutherford's exam will come at the
start of the 2020-2021 season.
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FYI

WORLD KINDNESS DAY:
Celebrate World Kindness Day on Friday, November
13th. The message is to be kind to yourself and others,
which is our global definition of Respectful, which also
happens to be one of PR’s RAMS Way expectations.
Break out your favorite cardigan as we celebrate World
Kindness Day and pay homage to Mister Rogers. As he
always said, “There are three ways to ultimate success:
The first is to be kind. The second is to be kind. The third
is to be kind.”

ENTERTAINMENT
LOGAN BLACKWELL STAFF WRITER
Let me tell you an Old wives’ tale as old as the very ground I tread
This story will chill your very bones, will fill you to the brim with
dread
Our story begins in a small village, within a homely cottage,
a man who had a gift, but his pride held him hostage
The Carver made wooden wonders, the best in the land
He went out to get more supplies and saw a painted stand
A foreign circus man did a breathtaking act in the center of town
The Carny threw knives in the air, but caught them, just before they
hit the ground
The Carver out of jealousy did the trick in the middle of the village
with a hatchet
He threw it high into the air, but as the axe fell... he failed to catch
it
The carver lay almost dead, a wound that could not be fixed with a
stitch
A few townsfolk brought him into the woods, to a house that
belonged to a witch
She mixed Angel salt and Blue Ivy root, into a red clay bowl
Poured it into his ripped open chest, binding his body to his soul
From then on, those who entered the forest, their bodies were never
found
People who lived near it heard screaming and fear, and then
suddenly, not a solitary sound
Now the Woodcarver wanders the forest looking for prey
And if he stumbles upon you, he will hunt you down, and drag your
broken body away.

Photo by Zoe Blackwell.

Quick-Witted Riddles
LOGAN BLACKWELL STAFF WRITER
1. I awaken in a cocoon of metal and fire,
Torn apart by many on a table,
A golden field is my birthplace.
1: Bread
2. I hold you in my fragile arms,
But you hang me for all to see,
I might have been framed for what I am, what could I be?
2: Mirror
3. A flash of light sweeps over you,
Now you are mine,
Your memories and moments, all within me, frozen in time.
3: Camera
4. I’m a burden to some,
There are countless forms of me,
I have to fit a certain standard.
4: Money
5. Cut and dry we fit the mold,
Individualized to other’s liking,
In liquid is where our true strength is tested.
5: Gingerbread Men
6. With me you can fly and explore places you have never
been,
I keep you on your path,
I can easily be corrupted into something horrid.
6: Dreams
7. People say to kill me,
But everyone has one,
Sometimes I have powers, but otherwise I have none.
7: Heroes

Bread
A Mirror
A Camera
Money
Gingerbread Men
Dreams
Hero’s

Tale of the Woodcarver

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ORIGINAL POEM, HALLOWEEN INSPIRED

HALLOWEEN
Are Terror
Clowns
Returning?
DOMINIC DESJARDINS
STAFF WRITER
The anticipation and buzzing of the
crowd grows as the lights dim to nothing.
In what feels like the longest three
seconds, flashes of bright lights and colors
paint the event floor with elephants,
gymnasts, and CLOWNS. In the early
stages of childhood, most can say they
liked clowns. As years passed, the persona

of clowns has drastically changed to a
gory, horror look and personality.
Stephen King’s “it” had some impact
on the changes of the stereotype of
clowns as well as DC’s villain: The
Joker. Two different personas but both
characters had the same intent: to do
harm to normal citizens.
In 2016 before the COVID-19
pandemic, America was faced with the
Killer Clown Scare. What started out as
harmless Halloween pranks quickly
evolved into serious crimes and gave
predators opportunities to slither out of
their holes. Parents started to carry
something for protection from pepper
spray in purses to bats in trucks.

Happy Halloween
How To Spend This Long Weekend
ZOE BLACKWELL STAFF WRITER
It is that special time of year again and I am not talking about
some cold, snowed- in vibes. I am talking about horror movies:
creepy costumes, loads of good food and treats. This is Halloween,
baby, and this year is especially awesome with it falling on a
Saturday with a full moon and two extra hours due to daylight
savings, oh, and the best part is it is a 6-day weekend. So here are a
couple of spooky ideas to inspire your inner creep.
#1) Horror Movie Marathon
Now let us be honest: horror movies are not for everyone but if
you're one of those people like me who love that adrenaline rush
from a good jump scare, then you can get your blood pumping with
a movie marathon.

Clown encounters originally were
sightings late in the night in the shadows
of corners and behind buildings. Police
officers stopped clowning around when
threats about murder, mass shootings,
and bombings started to surface.
Four years later, in the year of 2020,
the clowns are making their return.
Sightings have started to slightly increase
from eyewitness accounts of those
driving home late during the night. Police
officers do not take this situation lightly
so to those who are thinking about taking
part in the clown fiasco, the smart thing
would stay away from it. Parents and
older children should travel in pairs and
be alert for odd clown character.

#2) Photoshoots
Over the past few weeks, I have seen TONS of Trends with doing
spooky photoshoots whether you are dressed up in a sheet like a
ghost or you’ve got a pumpkin over your head. Either way it is a lot
of fun and a great activity to do with friends. And it is not limited to
just a pumpkin or a ghost. It is a lot of fun to do with friends and
having a cool background/props to match the mood is key.
#3) Spooky treats to eat
We all know that eating sweets is a huge part of the Halloween
tradition, but why just stop at candy? While having a big bowl of
sugary treats is great making your own savory or sweet snack is such
a fun thing to do. Try looking up different fall inspired meals to cook
with family/friends or alone on Pinterest, tastemade.com, or youtube!
I hope these ideas have sparked some interest in you and got you
in the Halloween spirit this year. Have a terror-ific Halloween!!

PICTURE MAKE-UP DAY: November 9th and November 10th will be Picture Make-Up Days in the
morning. Order forms for Madia Photography may be downloaded. The forms can be found on the high
school website under Headlines and Features. Order forms may also be picked up in the main office.

Magical Mayhem The Movie I look Forward to Most Every Halloween
AMANDA MALOBICKY STAFF WRITER
Every year on Halloween I look forward to all the good Halloween movies to watch. My favorite Halloween movie is Hocus Pocus.
Hocus Pocus is about a boy named Max and his friends who must stop the 3 witches before more magical mayhem takes place.
I have always loved watching this movie growing up. A tradition my family does each year is make homemade caramel apples then watch
Hocus Pocus. I look forward to this tradition each year. It is one of my favorite traditions my family does. I love this movie because it is very
entertaining and funny. Every time I think of Halloween, I think of Hocus Pocus. I feel like without this movie Halloween would not be the
same.
I have never gone a year without watching it at least 3 times. My friends always ask me if I get sick of watching it, but I never do. I still
get excited every time I watch it. I pretend I have never seen it before each time I watch it. I love watching it with people who have never
seen it before, even though it is kind of hard not to spoil it.
I think Hocus Pocus is a very good, kid friendly movie that everybody should watch with their family and friends for Halloween. If you
have never seen it before I highly recommend watching it. I hope people enjoy watching it as much as I do.

OPINION
It’s time to break out the sweaters and animal print, PR!

Falling into
Fall Fashion
Get “The Look” This Season
ABBY MORELAND STAFF WRITER
From sweaters to hoodies, jeans to
tight shirt and pair it with your
sweatpants, and skirts to leggings, fall is the
favorite mom- jeans and a cute
best time for fashion. The leaves are changing,
belt and you are set for fall.
the weather is cooler, and the holiday season
Sweaters. No, I am not just
is arriving.
talking about any sweater-- I am
Fall is a great time to spice up your
talking about big fuzzy sweaters.
wardrobe or change up your style so here is a
These sweaters are the perfect
list of things that are trending right now:
pair for fall and cozy to wrap
Layering. Since the weather is cooling
yourself up in. Big sweaters and
down and we are changing our closets from
sweatshirts have taken a new part
summer clothes to fall/winter clothes, one
in our everyday lives, as most of
must-have this season is a cardigan, jean
us just seem to go to it in any
jacket, a sweatshirt or anything that you can
circumstance. Pair a big comfy
layer. Most of us just throw on a big sweatshirt
sweater with simple black
and call it a day, but why not make it
leggings and your favorite shoes
something unique and pair it with your
and you are good to go. And the
favorite t-shirt? The plus-side to layering is
extra bonus is that sweaters are
great because in case you overheat, you can
amazing for both fall and winter,
just peel off your sweatshirt or jacket and still
so stock up.
look good.
Animal print. I know that
Ripped jeans. I know this has been a trend
recently animal print has been
for quite some time now, but there is still hype
popular in stores including
Junior Abby Moreland sporting a layered jean look
over ripped jeans. Style them with basically
American Eagle/Aerie. Leopard
anything and you are set. Denim has taken a
print, zebra print, and tiger print have been on
Now, this is not all-- these are only a few
big presence in the fashion world year-round,
sweaters recently, and I think people love it.
fashion trends going on right now. Items such
but ripped jeans are fun with fall looks. This
Animal print has always been hit or miss in the
as skirt, flannels, cardigans, Doc Martin boots,
year has taken specifically taken a love for
fashion industry, but this fall season, lots more
hoodies, and much more are still popular. Try
mom-jeans. These jeans are baggy and loose,
stores are bringing it back, so if you want to
stores like American Eagle, Pacsun, H&M,
but teenagers are obsessed with them. Take a
stay on trend and get out of your comfort zone,
Target, and others to style your fall attire this
animal print is your calling.
season.

WHAT’S YOUR GO-TO LOOK, PR?
EMAIL ABBY MORELAND
WITH YOUR FASHION TIPS!
Junior Cameron Perkins

JUST FOR FUN
Fun Fall Activities: Things You Can Do This Season
SOPHIA DEJESUS STAFF WRITER
As the fall season comes upon us, countless
fun activities begin. In fact, some of the most
fun and exciting events take place in fall. With
the school year so unbeknownst to everyone,
it is likely that many people have forgotten the
many things you can do in your free time.
There are many destinations to visit regardless
of the few that have passed.
HAUNTED HOUSES OR FARMS: One
of the most fun places to visit in the fall season
for a great scare and a wonderful time is a
haunted house/farm. Nothing is better than
going with your friends to a haunted corn
maze and having undead zombies popping out
of the bushes to give you a scare. Because of
the global pandemic, you are required to wear
a mask at all times even when outside as well
as keep a 6 foot distance from others. Other
than those safety procedures, everything is
quite normal, and the scares are endless. A
highly rated farm attraction is called
Cheeseman Fright Farm, located on 147
Kennedy Rd, Portersville, PA. The farm

includes a haunted hayride, corn maze, and
multiple walks through attractions with more
than 100 hiding around every corner. To
purchase tickets, you must visit their website
at http://cheesemanfrightfarm.com/ to buy
them in advance and schedule a date. More
information can also be found on their website
about safety precautions, dates open, extra
perk passes, the staff and more.
PUMPKIN PATCHES: There is nothing
better than going with family and friends to a
pumpkin patch to pick your decorative
pumpkins. To be able to create your own
pumpkin and place it out for the whole
neighborhood to see is very special. A possible
destination for such an event is Shenot Farm,
located on 3754 Wexford Run Rd. They have
a variety of different kinds of produce to
choose from ranging from pumpkins to apples.
The experience is quite extraordinary despite
hayrides not being available because of the
impact of COVID19. Otherwise, feel free to
look up more information at their website

https://www.shenotfarm.com/ for prices,
activities, COVID19 safety guidelines, and
more.
HALLOWEEN: Perhaps one of the most
celebrated
and
exhilarating
holidays
celebrated in the United States, is Halloween.
Whether you are a child or adult, Halloween
can be one of the most fun times of the year.
A big part of Halloween is the chance to dress
up as your favorite character. A possible place
to buy a costume is Spirit Halloween, where
you can DIY or purchase practically any
costume. To learn more about what they offer,
visit
their
website
https://stores.spirithalloween.com/. If you are
an adult, or teen that is simply not wanting to
go out trick or treating this year, you may want
to hang out with friends, eat some candy or
pizza and watch scary movies. Really, there
are so many things you can do during
Halloween and the whole concept is so utterly
exciting.

Trick or Treat Looking For Something Good to Eat?
ABBY LANE COPY EDITOR

Halloween has never been one of the
most popular holidays, at least in my
opinion, but this year is a little different.
With Covid-19 impacting all of our lives,
families have gone all out decorating for
Halloween. In my neighborhood, for
instance, houses are decorated with lights,
wreaths, and fringe. Others have fake
cobwebs and spiders. Some even have
blown-ups or motion censored decor.
Most teens do not dress up for
Halloween anymore, but I still do.
I mean, why not? There is no harm in
doing it, and frankly, I think it’s fun. I
enjoy seeing all the different costumes
and kids smiling because they just
received their favorite candy. And if you
think about it, it is good exercise. It is a
memory made. Fortunately, I am an only
child, so I do not have to walk younger
siblings around. Most times I will go with
friends or family.
Over the course of October teens have
been dressing up as ghosts or putting a
pumpkin on their head and taking
pictures. This started on Tik Tok and is
now trending on Instagram, Snapchat and

Facebook. The ghost reminds me of
Casper the Friendly Ghost and the
Pumpkin Head reminds me of the
Headless Horseman in the story The Tale
of Sleepy Hollow by Washington Irving.
Other than doing pumpkin head
photoshoots, families have been getting
ready for the big night: buying candy. I
think this is always the hardest part.
Which type do you choose? Do you
choose your favorite candy or a mixed
bag? Do you even hand out candy or do
you put out a bowl? Or do you hand out
something healthy?
Recently I interviewed a few students
to get their take on Halloween.
Nine students gave their take on
the best part of the holiday and
which candy is the best. And
according to Quaker Oats
Credit Union, the top five
favorite Halloween candy for
Halloween is Kit Kat’s,
Hershey
Bars,
M&M’s,
Snickers and at number one is
Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups.
My personal favorite is Reese’s

Peanut Butter Cups, although Kit Kat was
voted the fan favorite. Out of the nine
students interviewed, four students still
trick or treat which I think is awesome.
Junior Natalie Zentz does not still trick
or treat, but she said her favorite part of
the holiday is watching scary movies and
decorating her house. Her favorite candy
is Ghirardelli caramel chocolate squares.
Sophomore Braelyn Willie still trick
or treats, and her favorite candy is skittles.
No matter what your favorite candy
is, or what your favorite part of
Halloween is, just make sure to have fun.

JUST FOR FUN
Things To Do This Fall How To Have the Best Autumn Season
As the weather changes from boiling hot to
a slight chill in the air, it is clear that the fall
season is right around the corner. Leaves begin
to change colors from greens to brilliant reds
and yellows as the excitement for upcoming
holidays grows. Pumpkin flavored everything
like pumpkin spice lattes and pies bring the
taste of fall that you only get once a year. Here
is a list of things you can do this fall in order
to have the best fall season ever.
One of the most popular things you can do
to bring the fall spirit is picking pumpkins.
Whether you carve them or not, pumpkins can
be used to decorate your house or to make a
tasty snack. Every year, my family takes a trip
to Shenot’s Farm to choose the best pumpkin.

EMMA KRIZMANICH STAFF WRITER
After we pick our pumpkins, we display them
on our front porch. If you decide to carve your
pumpkin, do not forget to make pumpkin
seeds. Pumpkins are such a staple of the fall
season and are the first thing I think of anytime
I hear the word fall.
Another thing you can do this fall is visit a
haunted house. October brings Halloween,
and one of the best things to get into the spirit
of Halloween is being scared. Halloween
movies are one of the best things you can
watch to scare yourself and get into the spirit
of Halloween. But, if you do not like scary
movies, you can also watch Disney’s
Halloween movies. Disney’s Halloween

movies and TV features are nostalgic and
always put me in the Halloween spirit.
To get the taste of fall, you could try baking
something with fall flavors. Pies indicate the
holiday season, with most people having
pumpkin or apple pie for Thanksgiving. But
there is nothing wrong with starting the season
a little early. To get the full effect of fall,
Halloween candy is the best way to go. Stores
put out Halloween candy weeks in advance,
and if you’re like me, it does not hurt to buy
some early and treat yourself leading up to
Halloween. The fall season only lasts for
around three months, so make sure you are
doing everything you can to make the most of
your fall experience this year.

Junior Riley Davison and her sister
Savannah.

HAPPY HALLOWEEN, PR!
Juniors Joe Kwasnick and Zoe Blackwell at
Harvest Valley Farms.

Junior Emma Krizmanich at Shenot’s.

Decorating My Room For Halloween:
Getting Into the Proper Spirit
ZOE BLACKWELL STAFF WRITER
If you could not already tell by my last article I wrote, Halloween is one of my favorite holidays (besides Christmas) and I like to celebrate
accordingly. My favorite things to do this season is to binge my favorite scary/Halloween movies, eat savory snack food, and to decorate with some
fake glow in the dark spider-webs or mini-skeletons. This year I even got a door cover that has handprints and “WELCOME” written in fake blood.
As of right now my room is completely spookified and ready for October 31st. I went to Spirit Halloween about 2 weeks ago, and I saw this
awesome door cover that had fake blood dripping from the top, the word “welcome” written in big letters on the front and there are zombies on the
other side that you can see through the little window part. So, I decided to throw it in the cart, but my favorite decoration was in the small checkout
aisles.
When I had finished getting a few other things, like a baseball bat for my costume and a “The Nightmare Before Christmas” throw blanket for
my bed, I headed to the checkout area for my last item…35ft of glow-in-the-dark spider web to stretch across whatever it will hook onto in my
room.
I have currently been putting off the giant spider web because of balancing homework, school, and work, but the door cover is on the outside of
my bedroom door. My new super cozy blanket is covering my bed comforter, and to go along with the theme I set my LED lights to purple, red, and
orange to really finish off those Halloween vibes.

PR LOCAL
RAMPAGE
STAFF

Is it a farmer?
Maybe a gamer?
A carpenter?

No, it's a
teacher!
Meet PR’s new Physics
Teacher Mr. Columbus

Mr. Columbus, far top right, during a Google Meet interview with
the Rampage Staff.

TEO FAZIO STAFF WRITER
I have had the personal pleasure of having Mr. Columbus, also called “Doc,” by his tenth period class,
as a teacher. He may be a long-term substitute, but he is one of the best teachers I have had so far.
Mr. Columbus is very good at keeping the class interesting and tries to say a pun at the start of class every
day to make us more intrigued and ready to pay attention. Let’s get to know him before I get into all of that
though.
“Mr. C” is from Belle Vernon and was inspired to be a physicist by his old physics teacher. He later
realized that he enjoyed more interactions with people and that a physicist might not be for him, and with
his natural academic abilities in math and science, being a physics teacher seemed like a very good option.
He went to college at Penn State and taught others while being taught there. This is his first year teaching
outside of college and I can say from personal experience he is doing a good job.
Mr. C is currently building a house on his farm and he is also working hard in and out of school all the
time. He may be a teacher, but he is adventurous as well, with all of the off-roading he does in his Jeep
Wrangler. He is a man of many talents from pun-telling to carpentry. His family owns a business called
“Columbus Brothers” which specializes in kitchen and bath, cabinetry, plus more.
Mr. Columbus has experienced very different ways of working, from farming to teaching, but all of them
correlate to his work-ethic. He is not only teaching us physics, but he is also teaching us to be independent
learners which is going to help us in college. He helps us no matter what when we need it and is a very
understanding person overall. He tries his best to make sure everyone in person and online are doing their
best and understanding the subject. He often asks students learning online to participate in order to keep
them learning.

Blood Drive to be Hosted This Week
HAYDEN CONLEY STAFF WRITER
Throughout these past few months, staying healthy has been at the top of many of our to-do lists. As many of us
know however, there are some who are faced with very unfortunate circumstances in which staying healthy is a
struggle. The effects of Covid-19 have undoubtedly had an impact on all our lives. This is why PR is hosting a blood
drive running from Monday, October 26th to Friday October 30th.
Many of us may not know the importance of donating blood. One of the main positives that comes out of blood
donation is one’s ability to change the life of another. Whether your AB negative or O negative, your donation will
match with someone else, potentially saving their life. Not only that, but you will also be tested for Covid-19
antibodies. If just one of you reading this were to contain these, this would be life changing for so many recipients.
There are some requirements that need to be followed so that the donation can go smoothly. First of all, you must
be 16 years or older, and weigh at least 110 pounds. Secondly, you must begin to drink plenty of water 24 to 48 hours
before your scheduled donation. It is also highly recommended that you eat within 2 hours of your donation. Lastly
you must make sure that you bring some sort of ID with you to be able to donate.
In return for your generosity, Vitalant will be following all guidelines to keep you safe and healthy. Masks are
required and social distancing will be in place. To donate, visit any Vitalant location. For more information visit
www.vitalant.org. For those of you who already donated, I send a thank you on behalf of all of the recipients, and to
those of you who are planning to donate, thank you in advance.
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The RAMPAGE is a
student-created
publication of PineRichland High
School, 700
Warrendale Road,
Gibsonia, PA 15044.
The newsroom is
room 221. The
RAMPAGE is
available online
every Thursday. It is
written by students,
for students, and will
make every attempt
to report all schoolrelated news. We
welcome freelance
submissions,
suggestions,
comments, and story
ideas from students
and staff. Since this
is a studentpublication, we
realize we may make
mistakes; we
encourage readers to
report mistakes to
the newsroom 221;
you may win a prize
if you can locate
any/all mistakes.

PR LOCAL

JOB HUNT: CRANBERRY

JOB HUNT: HAMPTON

JOB HUNT: WEXFORD

SEE YOU NEXT WEEK,
PR!

